Abstract— In this paper, we present a novel networking technique based on optical Multi-Band Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (MB-OFDM). We highlight the interesting features of the solution with respect to existing ones (fully opaque optical networks and transparent networks) for optical metro and core networks. We show that under certain traffic condition MB-OFDM may offer useful flexibility in the context of increasing wavelength bit rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, the overall traffic in core and metro networks has increased by 45% per year on average [1] partly driven by the increase of multimedia contents and peer to peer applications. To catch up with this increase, link capacity of core and metro optical networks have grown up to several terabit/s per fiber pair [2] mainly allowed by the improvement of transmission system performances. To benefit from the network transparency and thus reduce the overall cost and consumption of the networks [3], Reconfigurable Optical Add and Drop Multiplexers (ROADM) are now widely deployed.

These all-optical transmission techniques allow managing and switching full WDM channels without requiring Optical to Electrical and Electrical to Optical interfaces (O-E-O). However the use of an electrical aggregation layer remains mandatory for finer granularity than the capacity of optical channels.

After increasing the overall number of WDM channels up to more than one hundred per fiber, the race for capacity now goes through an increase of the capacity per channels and the 100 Gbit/s per WDM channel is becoming the next standard for optical transmission systems [4]. As a result, the minimum granularity (WDM channel) managed by ROADMs is greatly increased, which may accentuate the needs for electrical switching leading to an important growth in power consumption.

In this context, a new approach based on the multi-bands Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (MB-OFDM) modulation techniques can offer an interesting trade-off between capacity increase and electrical consumption. Indeed the main innovation of this technique is its capability to optically switch at the sub-wavelength granularities thanks to the multi-band structure of the WDM channel [5].
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Performances

The total data rate $R$ of an OFDM signal can be expressed as a function of its bandwidth $B$ and constellation order $M$:

$$R = B \cdot \log_2 (M)$$  

(1)

The bandwidth $B$ and constellation order $M$ of the OFDM signal are limited in particular by the current performances of the DAC and ADC. Consequently, a single-band approach to generate data rate up to 100 Gbit/s and higher (400 Gbit/s and 1 Tbit/s) is not possible today. The multi-band OFDM technique overcomes this limitation by considerably relaxing the constraints on the key components that are DAC and ADC while providing data rate flexibility in terms of transmission conditions.

We should mention here that the minimum possible channel spacing today for 100 Gbit/s bit rate is 50 GHz leading to 2 bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency. Even if evolution towards higher bit rates implies larger channel spacings (e.g. 75 GHz for 400 Gbit/s and 150 GHz for 1 Tbit/s data rates), the OFDM technique allows to significantly increase the overall capacity of the fiber with better performances than the single carrier solutions.

Furthermore, MB-OFDM offers flexibility on sub-band data rates. Indeed as shown in equation (1), the variation of the constellation order $M$ allows to adapt the data rate $R$ of each sub-band. This flexibility is in particular limited by the minimum signal to noise ratio required to recover the data. For short distances, high constellation order can be used while a lower constellation order is required for long haul transmission. Also variation of the bandwidth $B$ is possible under the limitation fixed by DACs/ADCs.

III. NETWORKING WITH SUB-BAND OFDM

We now consider MB-OFDM as a networking technique. For this purpose we consider a simplified model for the MB-OFDM transponder as well as for the switching nodes. The characteristics of the bands (number, data rate…) are set according to the technological limits presented in section II.

Beyond the sub-wavelength optical switching capability of the technique, there are many flexibilities that distinguish MB-OFDM from other optical switching technologies.

A. OFDM SUB-BAND switching

Similarly to wavelength and wavelength switching [8], OFDM sub-band switching consists in grouping different sub-bands onto a single wavelength. Multiple requests that have a common segment or path can be grouped onto the same wavelength without optical to electrical conversion. The advantage of sub-band switching is switching at finer granularities than the wavelength granularity whilst remaining in the optical domain. This can be done thanks to optical filters, Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS) [5].

The sub-band switching function is represented by:

$$\{b_{ij}\}_{F_l} \rightarrow \{b_{ij'}\}_{F_{l'}}$$

(2)

That means that a set of sub-bands $\{b_{ij}\}$ of fibers $\{F_l\}$ is switched into a set of sub-bands $\{b_{ij'}\}$ of fibers $\{F_{l'}\}$.

The complexity of the sub-band aggregation depends on the position of the sub-bands in the WDM channels. Several functionalities should be added to MB-OFDM nodes to remove the constraints on the spectral position of sub-bands to aggregate. In this formula we extract three important cases:

1) Wavelength continuity ($j=j'$ and $i \neq i'$): The wavelength continuity constraint implies sub-band continuity and requires that sub-bands grouping shall be limited to sub-bands having the same channel. Moreover, sub-band grouping is limited to the condition of the sub-bands availability in the output channel (to avoid sub-band contention).

2) Wavelength conversion ($j \neq j'$): As for traditional wavelength switched networks, wavelength contention can occur. A solution consists in using wavelength converters [9]. In this case, sub-bands of different wavelengths can be grouped as shown in Fig. 2 where the wavelength conversion of $\lambda_i$ to $\lambda_i'$ is required to group $b_{2,i}$ and $b_{3,i}$ on the same fiber $F_3$.

3) Sub-band conversion ($i \neq i'$): Compared to wavelength conversion that converts all the sub-bands of a wavelength, sub-band conversion consists in converting any sub-band to any other sub-band even in the same wavelength (this latter is called sub-band translation). That can be realized thanks to wavelength converter or thanks to optical or electrical up/down conversion [10].

Sub-band switching may be viewed as an optical aggregation technique limited at the sub-band granularity. An example of sub-band conversion is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this example, the sub-band $b_{2,i}$ of fiber $F_1$ is converted into $b_{4,i}$. After that, it is aggregated in $\lambda_i$ of fiber $F_3$ with sub-bands of $\lambda_i$ of fiber $F_2$.

B. Edge aggregation

Several possibilities can be proposed to aggregate traffic in the edge nodes.
• A single service uses a single sub-band. This solution does not require electrical aggregation, but implies to reserve the entire sub-band for one service whatever the bandwidth of the service.
• A single service uses a group of sub-bands. When the bandwidth of the service is larger than the sub-band capacity, it can be transported on several sub-bands.
• Similarly to single wavelength transponders (legacy), several services can be aggregated into a same sub-band or a group of sub-bands. To avoid electrical conversion in the switching nodes, the aggregated services must have the same source and destination.

C. Bit-rate adaptation
A specificity of OFDM modulation is its adaptability to the physical transmission condition (section II). Let us recall that the sub-band optical reach depends on the bit rate carried by this sub-band. A service with a given data rate having to be delivered at the distance exceeding the maximum reach of the sub-bands, can be split between two or more sub-bands with reduced bit-rate. This is an alternative solution to regeneration [11]. Reversely, service to be delivered at a very short reach can benefit from the highest bit rate of the sub-band.

D. Number of sub-bands
The variation of the number of sub-bands offers also an interesting flexibility. For example, the number of sub-bands in a wavelength can be increased to aggregate a high number of services and avoid the use of another wavelength. The number of sub-bands can also be varied to have finer granularities, still keeping high bit rates of the channel. In this paper we don’t consider this adaptability because of technical challenges.

IV. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF MULTI-BAND OFDM NETWORKING
In order to evaluate the interest of MB-OFDM in terms of potential cost savings and energy consumption, we compare three simple scenarios: purely transparent optical node, purely opaque node and MB-OFDM node. For this purpose we use the number of required WDM channels and the number of electrical interfaces, the two most interesting comparison criteria relating to cost and energy consumption.

A. Assumptions
For these preliminary studies, all scenarios are evaluated on a single node. We are well-aware of the impact of wavelength routing when a network with many nodes is considered. However we think that a preliminary study on a single node will achieve sufficient interesting results, because we anticipate that MB-OFDM solution will provide better results when a full network topology is modeled.

Traffic entering into the node can be added, dropped or can transit through the node. Links connected to the node are bidirectional.

S1: Purely transparent optical node scenario: Purely transparent optical node can be added or drop traffic. This type of node does not require any electrical interface (they have only optical interfaces).

S2: Purely opaque node scenario: In purely opaque node, O-E-O conversions can be used to aggregate transit and add traffic in the same channel or disaggregate transit and drop traffic from a given channel. Transit traffic is systematically converted into electrical signals and back to optical signals thanks to electrical interfaces. Here we have total flexibility to group traffic.

S3: MB-OFDM node scenario: In this study we suppose that each MB-OFDM channel is composed of nb = 5 sub-bands. Each sub-band transports a fixed Db = 20 Gbit/s bit rate. We consider sub-bands switching functionality and we suppose that a single request can use a group of sub-bands if the requested data rate exceeds the maximum capacity of 1 sub-band. For example, we use 3 sub-bands for a 50 Gbit/s request. Sub-bands in transit are transparently switched in the node and do not cross any O-E-O interface.

B. Comparison criteria
Scenario S1 has the advantage of reducing costly O-E-O processing for transit traffic compared to S2 but requires more WDM channels meaning more electronic interfaces for add and drop traffic than S2. Scenario S3 offers a trade-off between both extreme S1 and S2 cases. We thus calculate the number of required WDM channels and the number of electrical interfaces, at a given load for S1, S2 and S3 scenarios. We use the following definitions:

Let \{ak, 0 ≤ k ≤ A\} be the set of requests to be inserted in the node towards a given egress direction; \{tk, 0 ≤ T\} the set of traffic in transit; n the number of WDM channels in a fiber; D the bit rate per channel; Db the bit rate per sub-band. We note that D = nbDb by definition. The data rate of ai is arbitrarily comprised between 0 Gbit/s and D in this paper.

1) Number of used channels:
For the sake of simplicity we only consider transit and add traffic as dropped traffic is an "add" in an upstream node. In the fully transparent node (S1), the number of used channels per egress is

\[ NC(S1) = \sum \left[ \frac{a_i}{D} \right] + \sum \left[ \frac{t_j}{D} \right] \] (3)

In the fully opaque node (S2) the number of used channels per egress is:

\[ NC(S2) = \left[ \sum \frac{a_i}{D} \right] + \left[ \sum \frac{t_j}{D} \right] \] (4)

The number of used channels per egress for S3 is:

\[ NC(S3) = \left[ \frac{1}{\text{nb}} \sum \left[ \frac{a_i}{D_b} \right] + \frac{1}{\text{nb}} \sum \left[ \frac{t_j}{D_b} \right] \right] \] (5)

with the hypothesis that all the requests are grouped in a minimum number of channels independently from their respective routes.

2) Number of electrical interfaces:
Let \{dk, 0 ≤ k ≤ A\} be the set of requests to be dropped in the node from a given ingress. We arbitrarily count as one interface one O-E conversion or one E-O conversion, a transponder counts for 2 interfaces.
In fully transparent nodes, electrical interfaces are only used for added and dropped traffic. The number of electrical interfaces for S1 is thus:

$$NE(S_1) = \sum \left\lfloor \frac{a_i}{D} \right\rfloor + \sum \left\lfloor \frac{d_k}{D} \right\rfloor$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In fully opaque nodes, all the traffic is converted in the electrical domain. Added and dropped traffic requires the same number of electrical interfaces as fully transparent node NE(S1) on add/drop side of the node. On the egress the number of number of electrical interfaces as fully transparent node NE(S1)

$$NE(S_1) = \sum \left\lfloor \frac{a_i}{D} \right\rfloor + \sum \left\lfloor \frac{d_k}{D} \right\rfloor$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Like in purely transparent node, transit traffic in MB-OFDM node is not converted in the electrical domain. The number of electrical interfaces is:

$$NE(S_1) = \sum \left\lfloor \frac{a_i}{D_b} \right\rfloor + \sum \left\lfloor \frac{d_k}{D_b} \right\rfloor$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

To account for MB-OFDM complexity we consider that a MB-OFDM transponder has 2.n_b interfaces.

C. Discussion

We first note that:

$$NC(S_2) \leq NC(S_1) \leq NC(S_3)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

As expected, S2 offers the minimum number of channels and S3 a possible trade-off between S1 and S2. This is explained by the fact that S2 optimizes the resource occupation thanks to the fine granularities processed in the opaque node.

Then we note that:

$$NE(S_1) \leq NE(S_2) \text{ and } NE(S_1) \leq NE(S_3)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

This confirms that S1 offers the minimum number of electrical interfaces. The comparison between S2 and S3 depends on the numerical application for $D, D_b, a_i, d_k$ and $t_j$.

For example if transit traffic is null, as soon as the requested bit rate $a_i$ strictly exceeds $D_b$, $NE(S_2) \leq NE(S_3)$. If add/drop traffic is null, then $NE(S_1) \leq NE(S_3)$.

Fig. 4 depicts the evolution of $NE(S_2)$ and $NE(S_3)$ as a function of transit ratio $\sum t_j / (\sum a_i + \sum t_j)$ in the particular case where each $a_i, d_k$ and $t_j$ all requires 100 Gbit/s (or 50 Gbit/s) data rate and $\sum a_i = \sum d_k$ with $D = 100$ Gbit/s (the next standard for optical transmission), and for a constant load $(2*[\sum a_i + \sum t_j] = C_{ste})$.

We note that the interest for MB-OFDM decreases with the channel occupation but increases with the transit percentage. This is due to the fact that when channels are fully occupied sub-band grouping is not useful and when transit traffic is high MB-OFDM fully benefits from transparency.

V. Conclusion

This paper presents MB-OFDM applied to optical networking concept. The flexibility offered by this technique is discussed compared to two extreme scenarios: fully transparent and fully opaque switching nodes. In particular we demonstrate that the use of sub-band switching allows saving on the number of O-E-O interfaces and thus is an interesting candidate for optical networks in the context of traffic increase and energy scarcity. In future work, we will study the blocking probability applied to generic network architectures using such MB-OFDM nodes with different types of traffic.
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